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Ptiotonic crystals 
a i d  rlcinonsti.ations of photonic batidgap (PBG) waveguides, the guiding iiiodcs wcrc 
rcslricterl to the photouic bandgap. Wc show that tlicre exist somc guidiiig iiiodcs outside 
thc photonic bandgap. We also show that by using thesc modcs, which we rcicr to as tlic 
slab inodes ’, efficient power transfer from ii dielectric slab wavcguitle tu i i  PBG 
waveguide over a range of frequency wider than the photonic banclgap (P11G) c m  he 
obtained. Different properties of thc slab tnodes of‘ il PBG waveguidc is also discussed. 
with h e  defects can be iiscd for guiding light. It1 all  the proposals 
The iiiairi siructurc we used in the analysis of this paper is the counection of a dielectric 
slab waveguide to a PUG waveguide as shown in Figure 1. By choosing tlic thickness o l  
thc iniddlc slabs of both waveguide (4, we can obtain single-mode propagation in both 
waveguides. ‘To aualyze the guiding stmcturcs, we used a coniputer cock based on the 
two-dirncnsional finitc difference liirie domain (2D-FDTD) method. 
L J  a 
l’igurc I : Coniicction 0 1  a tliclectric slab waveguide to a PBG waveguide. ‘I‘he 1’HG wavcguide is iiiatle by 
putting ii tliclcctric slab 01 thickness rl hetwecn two I’BG mirrors. The period of the photonic crystal and tlic 
radius or the air columns arc equal to a and -0.45 a ,  respectively. There is ii thin layer ol‘either dielectric 
or air hctwccn the P 1 X  ;tiid PMI, on top and bottom of  thc structure. ’The tliclcctric used in this papcl- is 
(LIAS (t=12.96). 
Figure 2 sliows the dispersion diagram lor the TE tiioclc (clcctiic field normal to tbc 
computation plane) of the PEN; waveguide shown in Figure I .  Clalculatioii of the clectric 
field pattcrii of thc inode shown in Fig. 2 shows that the slab niotle of’ it PHC; wavcguiclc 
is ii cont’incd Inode with its energy concentrated mainly in the niiddlt: slab region at the 
Ircquciicies in  the middle of the dispersion band (0.2041 wts/(2x) <0.267). The inocle is 
lossy at both edges of the dispersion band (wal(27rc) < 0.204 and w ~ ~ / ( Z n c )  > 0.267). We 
have also shown the dispersion curves of the fundamental TF, mode of it corivcntioual 
702 I PD22 
dielectric slab waveguides with the same slab thickness and peiinitivity as the middle 
slab of the PBG waveguide. As Fig. 2 shows, the PBG waveguide mode has a similar 
dispersion diagram to the slab waveguide mode. The field patterns of these modes are 
also similar. Therefore, we expect very good coupling between the two waveguides over 
a relatively wide frequency range. This frequency range is limited by the loss of the PBG 
and also by the distributed Bragg reflection (DBR) from the periodic structure in the 
propagation direction. 
Figure 3 shows the power transmission coefficient (from the slab waveguide to the PBG 
waveguide) versus frequency for the waveguide connection shown in Figure 1. As Fig. 3 
shows, it is possible to have a high transmission coefficient between a slab waveguide 
and a PBG waveguide over a relatively wide range of frequencies (larger than the 
photonic bandgap) corresponding to the range of frequencies over which the PBG 
waveguide mode has very low loss. The smaller transmission coef€icient at the higher 
frequencies (oal(27rc) > 0.28) is due to the excitation of other modes of the PBG 
structure that are lossy. These modes attenuate as they propagate along the PBG 
waveguide. As Fig. 3 shows, putting air instead of GaAs on top and bottom of the entire 
PBG waveguide will affect the smaller peak (at wal(27rc) = 0.295) in the transmission 
coe€ficient. However, the high transmission behavior at middle frequencies is not 
affectcd considerably by the material at the top and bottom of the structure. This is due to 
the fact that for these frequencies, the mode is well confined and is not influenced by the 
structure far from the slab region. 
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Figurc 3: Spectrum of power transmission h n l  a slab 
waveguide to a PBG waveguide. 
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